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Exercise and Renunciation: An orientation [26-02-2011] 

 

ZEN- JOU COMMUNITY-rsl becoming conscious of being obligated 

The Life given to us – there is no greater gift – is in accordance with its deepest dynamic 
manifesting itself from moment to moment; this impulse is caused by a dynamic act of  Life-
Itself with which it incessantly communicates. It is true that we cannot come to this level of 
Being in its fullness – because of a deeply hidden – No to Life within us, but even this inner 
impulse will nevertheless open our eyes for the revelation of the dynamic of Life-in-Itself 
entrusted to us by means of some participation. Consequently, that which is most desired that 
can ever be given is Life; this will mediate its authenticity through an inner foundational 
impulse and it teaches us to share the life entrusted to us, instead of victimizing our own lives, 
that of others and life in general. Our identity – which is dependent on Life-Itself – shall 
participate in this unadulterated actualising Life-disclosing impulse. Because such 
participation may provoke a rebellion of the dualistic world-view in us, this is the point to which 
the surgeon’s knife may be applied and from which the saving operation must begin, namely 
for us to leave behind the deeply rooted habits which contradict Life: this is the real concern of 
Shugyō.  To reach this particular or sure level of awareness of this authentic Life-Impulse 
and to act in accordance with it constitutes the basis of our obligation and, our true vocation is 
rooted in this. To actualise this we are required to become aware that each functional 
understanding of the world not only defies Life, but is situated on the side of death. 

 

What forms or praxis does this path to Life take? 

 ZEN- JOU COMMUNITY is based on the foundational motif of Exercise and Renunciation; by 
dint of these Exercises the participants shall be prepared for the awakening.  In growing 
awareness one recognises one’s own lost-identity and the cause of a dearth in inner solidity 
and peace. Realisation dawns, showing the importance of transcending the conditioned 
consciousness – the mental, imaginative and emotional faculties – . As a consequence of 
this, those who practice the Way – instead of receiving something – must be prepared in 
advance – to have every thing, which is against Life and in which they are nesting taken from 
them. It is foundational that the practitioners uncover the Difference – with its inner field of 
aggression towards their Identity – in order to prepare them to receive the seed of Life. Signs 
of progress are: maturation in patience, in calmness and a restraint from forming judgements 
in order to remain free from the contamination of making themselves impure. Should our 
permanently moving consciousness finally come to rest in the authentic present moment, then 
insight into ourselves begins to open and that hidden No to Life is disclosed: there is 
recognition of all that is within us that is combating Life. What comes into view is the 
accumulated misappropriation of the Life entrusted to us. We are imprisoned in our emotional 
sensitivity and we might seem to be in unity with the whole of existence, but exactly this 
hidden illusion of harmony creates a blockage to our seeing the contradictions within us. The 
practice of this Way lies in transcending our conditioned consciousness. To the extent that the 
microcosm – gives way through being freed from interference by means of the Exercise and 
Renunciation – our consciousness is opening itself to the macrocosmic dimension; this is 
conditioned and made possible by mutual communication between both fields of energy. 
When the highly complex micro- macrocosmic field of energy awakens, in order to 
communicate between them a united cosmic authentic event, it follows that the necessary 
communicating connection between the phenomenal world and the foundational ground of all 
Life will be born. Shugyō has as its goal to awaken the process between recognition and 
action, to bind them together; for this it is necessary to arouse the Kernal-F in the midst of this 
field of energies.  The mirroring of the Difference in the Identity constitutes the first step on 
this Way in encountering oneself. 

It is imperative that a daily Exercise of concentrating all our abilities – as understood in Zen-
Jou – is undertaken on this Way. Should the unimpaired become present in us, then all our 
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abilities will require purification and effective reordering. The length of time for the daily 
exercises may be personally chosen, but the minimum should not be less than one hour. To 
practise the Exercises just as a means of attaining inner harmony is a misunderstanding. My 
whole being must be opened, challenged by, and participate in the Exercises. The personal 
interview – Dokusan – is the opportunity provided for giving verbal expression to the 
experience. Should a group form itself in order to practise the Exercise, this ought to be 
conducted in silence.  The ZEN- JOU COMMUNITY understands itself as an open 
Community on a journey. It convinces its members that our life-journey is made in relation to 
the whole of the universe, that each action not in accordance with Life-Itself results in a 
diminishment of the whole. Jen-Jou is a radically communal and not an individual enterprise; 
in this corporate identity its intentional authenticity is achieved in transcending and going 
beyond its members’ specific illusions or boundaries. 

The aim of the Exercises and Renunciation – Shugyō – is the integration of the microcosm in 
its original state; this will be achieved in so far as the damaged ego-consciousness is 
reordered through our daily praxis. Then through decisive practice we are opened to the 
totality of Being, which enables us accept in daily life that which is given, including daily 
hardships, in so far as these cannot be changed; because I have a duty to change those 
things that can be changed. Moreover, our written texts serve to keep the participants from 
errors, deception and the danger of giving up in the face of the difficulties experienced on this 
journey. Not only do we come from the phenomenological plain to the opening of the micro-
macro-cosmism, but we also come onto the level of the foundational ground of All-Being; for 
this reason we recommend Biblical texts, such as those from Wisdom Literature and the 
Psalms, with their link to the relevant New Testament passages: a way to become familiar 
with the Bible. If we trust this Way – the experience of purification, that is nothing less than 
the life-dynamic of reconciliation – then the Exercises and Renunciation have reached their 
authentic foundation, namely where the Identity is penetrated by Life-Itself. 

 

Obstacles, Mistakes and Pitfalls on this Path 

Spiritual blindness is one fundamental, stubborn, resistant obstacle encountered on this Way, 
which resides at a level very difficult to reach and to change. By confirming oneself in this 
state, by duplicating actions grounded in this predicament a sediment of  rigid consciousness 
is formed in us.  Shugyō, the Exercises and Renunciation is the Way to penetrate this 
illusionary field and gain access to the conditioned consciousness. Only then can the real 
cause of the false behaviour – a deficiency in Identity – be uncovered. Many of our illusions 
have their roots nourished by a separation from the authentic Identity; this suggests a 
substitute-Identity is present and can be unquestioningly accepted, because from this 
established and experienced deficiency the current alternative cannot be discovered. All 
elements based on separation from our true identity have a substitute character within us, be 
it attachment to possess, to be and to know, be it in making comparisons or by being special, 
by being different; in this way  there is an attempt to compensate for the loss of our true 
identity or the vacuum within us. Laziness, weakness of will and  indecisiveness can also 
constitute barriers that cannot be underestimated, through which the practiced Way may be 
endangered, indeed  may even be abandoned. 

Should Zen-Jou be entered for ego-centric interests, this error is as a rule accompanied by 
the repression of guilt. The misunderstood striving to be special negates the need to discern: 
appearances from the true occurrences – the Identity from the Difference –; moreover the 
process by which one reaches authentic Life – by means of Shugyō – is blocked. 
Furthermore, the reality of the Identity as being intrinsically related to and in communication 
with the entire Life – a state where life is accepted and welcomed instead of being denied – is 
unreal to the consciousness, conditioned on the functional level. 

The greater value something has, the more it can be misused in direct proportion to its 
content and worth; does this validity not also hold for Zen-Jou! In principle there is nothing 
that human beings cannot misuse, nothing that they do not seek to allocate to themselves; 
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daily life teaches us and reinforces in us this malfunction; simultaneously it also seeks to 
awaken us from this sleep. 

Why should an intended action – carrying responsibility that transcends time – remain 
untouched? Our intentionality is tied together in a life-long union with everything that lives, 
irrespective of its value; therefore we are in danger of being in a destructive process, whereby 
we create our own prison. The gauge for judging the Exercises promoted here is that of 
becoming existentially conscious and acceptance of one’s own nothingness. Alternatively, 
should ego-centricity be consolidated or buttressed by the praxis, it is a sign that false 
motivation lies behind the choice made for the Exercises. Because an ego-centric praxis 
limits, indeed our cognitive faculties are darkened, which then can neither gain insight into its 
own nothingness nor be purified, the one who practices – each according to his own 
disposition – falls into deception and growing blindness. For this reason pitfalls in this context 
cannot be predicted in a general sense, rather their insidious nature refers to and works in 
each individual in specific ways. Fundamentally we can confirm: in the measure in which the 
motivated act is determined by the ‘I-intention’ the negative effect of the process on the 
consciousness is progressive, because it clouds over. Moreover, we may not ignore that the 
faculty of perception absorbs ego-centric cravings and thereby is weakened in its function. In 
experiencing this process of stimulation, authenticity of perception becomes blocked, 
preventing the necessary awareness, required to change this direction. Here the person does 
not find access to his hidden misery, does not observe his intentionality as bound and unfree; 
recognition is required for insight, for correction or warning; instead the ego-centricity denies 
this perception. If on the contrary the consciousness is undergoing purification and is 
penetrated by the existential experience of its own nothingness, this is a sure criteria for 
maturation attained on this Way, to become identical with one’s true self; such insight can be 
granted us only from the Identity of Kernel-F. 

To take hold of this fundamental principle, one must become aware of the relationship with 
the enlightened versus the darkened consciousness. As already indicated: the more the 
Exercises are grounded authentically the greater the temptation to misuse them. It should be 
clear to us that this misuse – the grasp for Life – is none other than the danger of misusing 
ourselves – yes, to damage ourselves. Therefore, in the event of abuse, the impact of the 
related stimulus is always in proportion to the intended purpose. 

On the basis of that which is written within us – the law of life – a contrary act can, yes will on 
this way be registered; this is the cause of subversive suffering. The Exercises and 
Renunciation aim to resolve each subversive urge; this is made possible in so far as the 
communicating Life-Energy affects the rigidity. In this radical process of change, purifying 
suffering takes place and yields insight into the law of life; we become aware of the rigidity 
stored in us: all our betrayal of Life! Shugyō can only be authentically practised, persistently, 
stretched out between that which gives life and its negation: should one attempt to try and 
escape from this confrontation with oneself, the process of the Exercises and Renunciation 
ceases, because the practitioner falls into the temptation more or less to exclusively orientate 
towards the Identity: he again denies rather than admits the law of life – without owning this 
deviation – this denial of the law of life causes him to fall much deeper into darkness of 
consciousness. 

As has already been said, the more authentic the Exercises and Renunciation, the more 
effective the purification of our consciousness and the more lucid it becomes; we also 
become aware of what causes darkened consciousness. In principle it is here a matter of 
struggling between an objectification versus a release of that which constitutes life. The 
complexity of both directions in which we wander about can and will be clarified, by means of 
the experience of the way being practiced. A positive experience results in a good feeling; 
whatever form it takes, we may not linger here, because we are required to go on to 
encounter the indispensable opportunity of being confronted by our contaminated or muddy 
hearts; we must without evasion doggedly stand firm, resist the urge to return to the state of 
feeling good, because the inner purification – a freedom from self-centred, self-confirmation 
and self-will – can only be attained through acceptance of one’s own mistakes. Therefore: to 
grasp at life in order to be special in some particular way – whether this is to be exalted, to be 
honoured or to be admired – is always linked to the objectification of life, an inner drive from 
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which we should keep our distance in all circumstances, because the destructive outcome 
does not only touch oneself, but rather the whole; every effort to escape the law of life will end 
in disaster. 

The goal of the praxis offered here has correspondence with Life-Itself as its aim. To the 
extent to which all our abilities – given us – are in accord with each other and directed to Life-
Itself, our energies will be freed and through this our powers given us as gift, will become 
manifest; in this way the subversive intentionality is contained, and cannot be activated again 
in this direction. 

The lucidity of the Way: an open decisiveness 

The Exercises and Renunciation must mature through daily practice. This includes: 

(a) Exercise in concentration in order to live in concentration; 

(b) The functional consciousness receives its correction through concentration; 

(c) Confrontation with our texts and a willingness to allow ourselves to be challenged; 

(d) In confrontation with a) – c), readiness to support the Zen-Jou Community, according 
to individual capabilities; 

(e) Willingness to share the transparency gained through Exercise and Renunciation, 
after the pattern which Life-Itself teaches us; 

(f) The fundamental ground of the Zen-Jou Community must coalesce or solidify, 
resulting from the experienced unity – between those practicing this way – emerging 
as a result of the Exercise and Renunciation; 

(g) The life given to us and the will to engage with it are originally one and the same, and 
must not be divorced: we are required to overthrow this enmity within us, practicing 
the way, we ought not to lose sight of this unity, so that overcoming this split in our 
being, we in truth can fulfil the obligation given to us as human beings. 

Thanks to the inner clarifying insight a new and deeper view corresponding to reality is 
disclosed, showing what is not in accordance with Life and what I ought to do. In surrendering 
to this inner light I discover the ground of all Being. Open decisiveness is required to resolve 
the paradox, rooted in attachment and over-identification with objects, rather than in an 
authentic connection with Life. In this stance of open decisiveness no attachment or fixation 
can be tolerated; rather it involves giving oneself to the process itself, whereby one is freed 
from misunderstood identification with objects. The open view can be – metaphorically 
portrayed – in the image of a ship leaving the harbour: the supposed certitude found by the 
shore mirrors the empirical pattern of our errors and this falls away as the ship moves into 
deep waters. From now onwards that which lends support is an endless, openness, a sign of 
the unlimited Life. 

The Zen-Jou Community shares a corporate consciousness, in the process of practicing the 
Exercises and Renunciation in order to discover the gift of Life and its meaning. 
Foundationally, the redeeming intention is: how can the religious dimension within us be 
awakened without becoming trapped in the demand for instrumentalization? Those who guide 
others on this way must gain insight into this basic understanding, so that they will become 
able to point it out to others.  

For practitioners structures related to the Zen-Jou Community are left open: their necessity 
and their meaning must emerge in the process of common praxis; yes, their reliability and 
necessity must become self-evident!  Participants of the ‘Sesshins’ are invited – together with 
us – to consider the assigned structures; this form of consideration includes all who came and 
will come and who practice the Exercises and Renunciation. 
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Our concern is: that in its innermost Kern the Zen-Jou Community is supported by Life-Itself. 
The double meaning of the term Zen-Jou links us to the Zen tradition, on which we draw in 
describing the intended way of the Exercises and Renunciation. The term Community was 
chosen in view of the international dimension of our commitment, the ‘Sesshins’ and our 
publications. Much later we realised that the abbreviated form ZJC contains the prefixes of 
Jesus Christ. With surprise we found that the name chosen for our community – the 
foundational explanation of Shugyō – can be read as follows: ZJC Zenith [is] Jesus Christ: 
He is the keystone holding Life together.This we profess! This meaning was not initially 
sought after, but it disclosed itself to us. We discern Him in all; because the Zen-Jou 
Community has its centre and goal of life in Him, therein it finds its authentic alignment. 

 

Yugawayama, 24 June 2008 

P. Gebhard Kohler 

In dialogue with Zen-Jou Practitioners  

  


